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where wuj is the weight computed from the self-reported confidences. The current development implementation of the model is shown below.
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(LDI). V-Dem’s Electoral Democracy Index (EDI) is the first systematic measure of the de facto existence of all institutions in Robert Dahl’s (1971, 1989) famous articulation of “polyarchy” as
electoral democracy. For details about the theoretical and methodological underpinnings of all V-Dem’s democracy indices, see Coppedge et al. (2018b) and Pemstein et al. (2018).

Collecting expert judgments on democracy
The 3,000 experts provide their judgments through an online survey. The overwhelming majority of the
survey items use ordinal scales, and also let the experts report how confident they are in their ratings.
The interface, shown below, allows the experts to answer each question for multiple years in the same
country.

Figure 2: The expert survey interface.

The experts are recruited based on their knowledge of a specific country, which they are asked to rate
on multiple questions over a longer year span. The goal is to have at least five experts of different backgrounds judge each country-year. To improve the comparability of the judgments across countries, the
survey implements
• batteries of anchoring vignettes;
• bridge rating, where an expert judges an additional country over a longer span;
• lateral rating, where an expert judges several additional countries over a shorter span.

data {
int<lower=2> K;
// no. response categories
int<lower=1> J;
// no. judges (experts)
int<lower=1> C;
// no. countries
int<lower=1> N;
// no. country-years
int<lower=1> R;
// no. ratings
int<lower=1, upper=C> judge_country[J]; // the country of each judge
int<lower=1, upper=K> y[R];
// ratings
int<lower=1, upper=J> j_id[R];
// judge ids
int<lower=1, upper=C> c_id[R];
// country ids
int<lower=1, upper=N> cy_id[R];
// country-year ids
real<lower=0> sigma_judge;
// judge sd around country threshold
real<lower=0> sigma_country;
// country sd around world threshold
vector[N] z_bar;
// country-year prior means
}
parameters {
vector[N] z_star;
// country-year raw values
real<lower=0> beta[J];
// judge reliability
vector<lower=-6, upper=6>[K-1] tau_raw_world;
// world raw thresholds
vector[K-1] tau_raw_country[C];
// country raw thresholds
ordered[K-1] tau_raw_judge[J];
// judge raw thresholds
}
transformed parameters {
vector[N] z;
// country-year values
ordered[K+1] tau[J];
// judge thresholds
z = z_bar + z_star;
for (j in 1:J) {
tau[j,1] = -1e6;
tau[j,K+1] = 1e6;
for (k in 2:K)
tau[j,k] = tau_raw_judge[j,k-1];
}
}
model {
real p;
z_star ~ normal(0, 1);
for (j in 1:J)
beta[j] ~ normal(1, 1)T[0,];
for (c in 1:C)
tau_raw_country[c] ~ normal(tau_raw_world, sigma_country);
for (j in 1:J)
tau_raw_judge[j] ~ normal(tau_raw_country[judge_country[j]], sigma_judge);
for (r in 1:R) {
p = Phi_approx(tau[j_id[r], y[r]+1] - z[cy_id[r]]*beta[j_id[r]])Phi_approx(tau[j_id[r], y[r]] - z[cy_id[r]]*beta[j_id[r]]);
target += log(p);
}
}

Updating the dataset
The V-Dem measurement model
Each rating collected in the survey is nested in expert, question, and, hierarchically, country-year in country. In turn, each expert is nested in their primary country of expertise. For pragmatic reasons, the judgments are aggregated by question. In aggregating the judgments, V-Dem takes into account two ways in
which the experts might differ. First, they might perceive the thresholds on the ordinal scales differently.
Second, they might not be equally knowledgeable and as a result their judgments might contain different amounts of stochastic noise. The judgments are aggregated with an ordinal IRT model that includes
expert-specific threshold and reliability parameters.
More formally, yuj is the rating of country-year u by judge j that imperfectly reflects the latent value zu.
While yuj is on an ordinal scale with K categories, zu ∈ IR. Under the model,
yu[i]j[i] ∼ Categorical(pu[i]j[i]),
where puj is the simplex of category probabilities of expert j rating country-year u. The probabilities are a
function of the latent score zu and the expert-specific thresholds {τjJ} and slope βj. Specifically,
J
J –β z )
pu[i]j[i]k = φ(τj[i]k+1
– βj[i]zu[i]) – φ(τj[i]k
j[i] u[i]

where φ is the unit normal CDF. The judge-specific thresholds are in turn modeled as
C , 0.25),
τjkJ ∼ Normal(τc[j]k

The institute annually updates the dataset with information on the previous year and hitherto excluded
country-years, as well as new information on already included ones. The models are fitted on the Kebnekaise computer of the Swedish National Infrastructure for Computing, in about 250 jobs, one per index.
Most jobs involve four chains with 10,000 iterations each, with some increased to 20, 40, or 80 thousand.
The input data for all the jobs takes about 75MB in .rds files. The total output is around 22GB of samples
from the posteriors stored in .rds files. In the dataset, the posteriors are summarized with point estimates
and standard deviations. The complete samples from the posteriors are available separately.
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